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and a number of variants of (1) h ave been used to describe the interaction 
of two species [l-6]; xi is the size of the population of one species, x2 is the 
population size of the second species, andf, and fi are the fractional growth 
rates of the respective species. 
Here we study system (1). We consider only the first quadrant 
with 
Q “zf (x1 > 0, x2 >, 01, 
Q” kf {x1 > 0, x2 > o} 
in the xixs plane, and assume throughout that fi , fi E Co in Q and fi , fi E Cl 
in QO. Notice that every trajectory of (1) starting in Q at t = 0 lies entirely 
either in Q” or on one of the positive semiaxes. Indeed, if x(t) = (xl(t), x2(t)) 
is a solution of (1) originating in Q” and if t, > 0 were the time of its first 
intersection with one of the axes, then f,(x(t)) and f,(x(t)) would be bounded 
for 0 < t < to. Therefore, -m, < fi and -m2 < fi (m, > 0, m2 > 0); 
thus 3ii 3 -m,x, and 2s > -msxa , and therefore xl(t) > xi(O) e-“lt and 
x2(t) 3 x,(O) e- mzt for all 0 < t < to . A similar argument holds for to < 0, 
and hence a trajectory of (1) starting in QO cannot reach the x1 or xs axis in 
finite time. For the same reason, a trajectory originating on one of the 
positive semiaxes cannot enter Q”. Finally, we assume below conditions on fi 
and fi that eliminate the possibility of finite escape times. 
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Kolmogorov [5], by specifying conditions onfi and fa , interpreted (1) as 
describing the dynamics of prey-predator interactions. Rescigno and 
Richardson [6] extended the interpretation of (1) to the cases of competitors 
and cooperators by altering the conditions on fi and fs . In fjections 2-4 we 
treat all three cases; we investigate the qualitative behavior of the solutions 
of (1) and supply proofs (absent in [5] and [6]) of the properties of the models. 
We prove (for the first time, to our knowledge) a theorem concerning prey- 
predator interactions stated by Kolmogorov [5] under slightly different, and 
inconsistent, hypotheses. We also prove analogous theorems for competitive 
and symbiotic interactions. 
We shall omit Kolmogorov’s and Rescigno and Richardson’s verbal 
interpretations and merely list the mathematical assumptions. 
Five regions in Q”, defined by the signs of fi and fi , are discussed in the 
following sections. 
Region I: {(xl, x2): fi < 0, fi < 0}, 
II: @1 , %>:fi > O,f2 < (9, 
III: {(X1 , x2):h > O,f2 > (x-9 
IV: Gl> x&f1 < O,f2 > o>, 
v: ((Xl , x2): fifi < 01 = (II) U (IV). 
2. PREY-PREDATOR INTERACTIONS 
We let x1 denote the prey, x2 denote the predator population, and assume 
the following. 
(PI) (a) There exists an x1* > 0 such that 
(Xl - xl*>fl(xl 7 0) < 0 for all x, 3 0, Xl # x1*. 
(b) There exists an x2* > 0 such that 
(X2 - x2*)flK4 x2) < 0 for a11 x2 > 0, x2 # x2*. 
(c) @Jax, < 0 in Q”. 
(d) For every (CL, 8) EQO, 
Pf1PxJ (01, B> 01 + (afliax,) (a, P) B < 0. 
(P2) (a) There exists an 2, > 0 such that 
(Xl - Qf2@1 3 0) > 0 for all x1 3 0, Xl # 21. 
(b) 8f2/ax, < 0 in Q”. 
(c) For every (LY, B) EQO, 
wz/%) (% B> fe + R&?/w 6% P) P > 0. 
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THEOREM 1-P. I f fy  andfa satisfy (Pl) and (P2), then 
(i) the equation fr(xr , xs) = 0 defy nes a unique continuous function 
x2 = yl(xl) on the intermE [0, x1*], such that ~~(0) = x2*, yl(xl*) = 0, and 
y1 is strictly positive and dz#erentiable on (0, x1*) with 
r&yxJ < F!s!G?d. 
Xl 
(ii) In 80, af2/i3x, > 0. The equation fi(xl , x2) = 0 defines a unique 
continuom function x1 = q2(x2) on the interval [0, + CO), such that ~~(0) = f, , 
and ‘pz is diflerentiable on (0, +m) with 
Proof of Part (i). Notice that for ol > 0, fi(a, xa) is a strictly decreasing 
function for 0 < xa < +co. This property, which we call property 1, follows 
from Hypothesis (Plc). By property 1, for every x1 > 0 there is at most one 
xa = qr(xr) such that fi(xl , q+(xr)) = 0. The preceding statement is also 
true for x1 = 0 by Hypothesis (Plb). Since fi(xl , 0) < 0 for x1 > x1* 
[Hypothesis (Pla)], property 1 implies that the domain of v1 is contained 
in the interval [O, x1*]. Also from Hypothesis (Pla), fi(xl , 0) > 0 for 
o<xx,<x,* and q~r must be strictly positive where it is defined in [0, xl*). 
Since 3fJax, # 0 in Q”, it follows from the implicit function theorem 
that, if v1 is defined at some point z in (0, x1*), then it is defined and 
differentiable on an open interval about x, and in this interval 
I 
Vl (Xl) = -((afiPxl) (x1 3 Pl ( Xl )M(~f1/~x2> (x1 9 Pl(xlN. 
Hypothesis (Pl d) with 01 = x1 and /3 = q~r(xr) gives 
(aflPxl> (x1 3 %(x1)) Xl + (afiiax,) (x1 ) 94x1)) 94x1) < 0 
Using Hypothesis (Plc), we obtain 
in the open interval about x. 
Now for a fixed y  > 0, (Plb) implies fi(O, x2* + y) < 0. By the continuity 
of fi , there is a 6 (0 < 6 < x1*) such that fi(xl , x2* + y) < 0 whenever 
0 < x1 < 6. Since fi(xl , 0) > 0 for 0 < x1 < 6, we have by the continuity 
of fi that yr is defined and bounded by x2* + y  on the interval [0,&j. 
Let 9 = (0, a) be the maximal open interval containing 6, on which Q+ 
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is defined, positive, and differentiable. From the differential inequality for IJ+ , 
we obtain 
Integration from 6 to x1 , where 6 < x1 and x1 E 9, yields 
Therefore, since 9 C [0, x1*], v1 is bounded on 9 (by x2* + y  to the left of 6, 
as noted previously, and by [9r(S)/S] xi* to the right of 6). 
It remains to be shown that a = x1* and that ‘pi is continuous at 0 and at 
x1*. Let {a,} be a sequence in $ converging towards a. Since the sequence 
{~?,(a,)} is bounded, it contains at least one convergent subsequence {~~(a,~)}, 
and for any such subsequence with lim?,, ~~(a,~) = b it follows, by the 
continuity of fl , that 
Therefore, ~~(a) exists; by property I the sequence (~~(a,)> can have at 
most one limit point; hence, this sequence is convergent to vi(a). It fohows 
that a = xi*, since otherwise p,(a) > 0 and 9 would not be maximal. It 
also follows that v, is continuous at xi *. The continuity of vi at 0 is proved 
in a similar way. 
Proof of Part (ii). By Hypothesis (P~c), for (a, /3) E Q”, 
G?fzw (01, P) > -(af2/w (a, PI I+* 
Since the right-hand quantity is nonnegative by (P2b), af,/ax, is positive in 
Q”. Consequently, for every LY > 0, fi(x, , a) is a strictly increasing function 
of x1 f  and hence for every x, > 0 there is at most one x, = ~.Jx.J such that 
f&l > 2 - x ) - 0. For y  a fixed positive number less than $r , Hypothesis (P2a) 
implies that f2(& - y, 0) < 0 and f,(S, + y, 0) > 0. By the continuity off2 , 
there is a 6 > 0 such that f2(il - y, x2) < 0 andfa(G, + y, x2) > 0 whenever 
0 -5 xp ,< 6. Thus ~a is defined and bounded away from zero for 0 < x2 < 6 
and ~~(6) > 0. From this point the proof of part (ii) proceeds similarly to the 
proof of part (i) with the roles of x, and x2 interchanged. The implicit function 
theorem can be used since we have shown that 3f2/ax, is positive in Qa. 
Let 9 = (0, u) be the maximal open interval containing 6 on which ~a 
is defined, positive, and differentiable. Since Z$2/ax, < 0 and af,/ax, > 0 in 
Q”, we have p2’ >, 0 in 9. Then p2(x2) 3 y,(S) > 0 for x2 > 6, and ~a cannot 
approach zero. Using (P2b) and (P2c) one obtains the upper bound on ~a’. 
As in the proof of part (i) the differential inequality implies that ?z is bounded 
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on any bounded interval and, if a would be finite, limr,+a ~)2(~a) would exist 
and be positive. Thus 3 could be extended and we would have a contra- 
diction. Therefore 9 must be (0, + co). Also, ~a is continuous at 0, and from 
(P2a) p,(O) = & . This completes the proof of Theorem 1-P. 
Remark 1. If  Hypothesis (P2b) is strengthened to “afJax, -=c 0 in QO,” 
then ye > 0 and vpz has an inverse defined on [32”r , limza++m ~a(~,)), where 
lim,+, y2 x2 ma ( ) y  be either finite or + co. Then vll and ~2~ are both func- tions of x 
1' 
Remark 2. Hypotheses (P2b) and (P2c) and the continuity of f2 can be 
used to prove that f,(O, x2) is a constant for 0 < x2 < + co. Kolmogorov’s 
original hypotheses (if assumed in the closed quadrant) lead to the contra- 
diction af2/axz < 0 and af2/ax2 > 0 on the positive x2 axis. 
Now two cases are possible. Either 2, > x1* or 32’, < x1*. 
THEOREM 2-P. If fi and f2 satisfy (Pl) and (P2) and if R, 2 x1*, then all 
trajectories of (1) starting in QO approach the point (x1*, 0) us t -+ +CO. 
Proof. We need treat only three regions, I, II, and IV, since III is now 
the null set. These regions and the slopes of trajectories in each of these 
regions are shown in Fig. 1. 
(0,Ol 
FIG. 1. Prey-predator interactions with the slopes of trajectories shown in regions 
I, II, and IV when (Pl) and (P2) are satisfied and S1 > x1*. 
The slope of trajectories in the x1x2 plane is given by 
dx,ldx, = xzfdxl, x,Nxlfi(xr 9 ~2). (2) 
Notice from the slopes of trajectories that a trajectory starting on, or to 
the left of, the curve f2(x, , x2) = 0 at t = 0 will remain in regions I and II 
for t > 0. Furthermore, all such trajectories must approach (x1*, 0) as 
t + +co. Indeed, trajectories in I move down and to the left, toward 
fdx1 t 2 x ) = 0, and trajectories in II move down and to the right. Trajectories 
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in I and II must approach a point onfr(zci , ~a) = 0. The only point possible 
is (x1*, 0), since no other point onfr(x, , xa) = 0 is a singular point. 
We next show that any trajectory that starts in IV crosses the curve 
xi = ~a(@. Suppose, to the contrary, that a trajectory (xi(t), x2(t)) with 
(xi(O), x,(O)) in IV does not cross x1 = pa for any positive t. It follows that 
da-,/& > 0 and therefore x2(t) > ~~(0) for all t > 0. Since Hypotheses 
(Pl) and (PZ) and 4, > xi* together imply that 
m=4h(xl , x2>: x2 3 x2(O) and x1 3 ~~(41 
is negative, there exists a positive number Ki such that 
.flW), 49) < -K1 
for all t > 0. Since 
(3) 
is negative for all t > 0 by Hypothesis (P2b) and Theorem I-P (ii), we have 
f,(~l(~)~ %44> < K2 (4) 
for all t > 0, where Ka =fa(x,(O), x,(O)) > 0. Now consider the function 
V(x, , xa) = xr%a , where a! = K2/Kl > 0. Differentiation of v(xr(t), x2(t)) 
and use of (l), (3), and (4) yields dV/dt < 0 for all t > 0. It follows that 
M>” x2(t) d c, 
where c = x,(O)” ~~(0); equivalently, 
40 G c/m 
FIG. 2. Prey-predator interactions, as in Fig. 1, with the confining region used 
in the proof of Theorem 2-P shown shaded. 
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for all t > 0. Consequently, the trajectory (xl(t), x2(t)) for t > 0 remains in 
the region (shown in Fig. 2) bounded by the curves xa = x2(O), xs = c/xroL, 
and x1 = v2(x2). By the Poincare-Bendixson theorem this region necessarily 
contains a singular point. Thus we have a contradiction, since when ~?r 3 x1* 
there is no singular point in Q”. Hence any trajectory that starts in IV must 
cross into region I and ultimately approach (x1*, 0) as t--t + co. 
Remark 3. Theorem 2-P shows that if LG > x r , r* then the predator popula- 
tion approaches zero. 
We henceforth assume 
(P3) f, < x1*. 
THEOREM 3-P. (KOLMOGOROV). I f  (Pl)-(P3) are satis$ed, then there exists 
a unique singular point (xl0 , xzo) of (1) in Q”. I f  (xl0 , xzo) is unstable, then there 
exists at least one periodic orbit in Q”. If there is no periodic orbit, then (xl0 , xzo) 
is a global attractor. 
Proof. Any singular point in Q” is a solution of the system of equations 
f&l 7 x2) = fi(x, , x2) = 0 or, equivalently, is a point (?a(~~), ~a) for which 
x2 is a zero of the function 
We next show that the function F(x,), which is defined and continuous on 
[0, + co), is strictly decreasing, F(0) > 0, and for xa sufficiently large 
F(q) is negative. Thus there is exactly one singular point in Q”. 
Differentiation of F yields 
This expression for F’(x,) can be shown to be negative by using Hypo- 
theses (Plc), (Pld), Theorem 1-P. Thus F is strictly decreasing. Moreover, 
F(0) = fi(&O), 0) is positive since ~~(0) = 3i’, and Hypotheses (Pla) and (P3) 
together imply that fi(2, , 0) is positive. If  x2 is any number greater than 
m=oc+l+ ~44, it follows that fi(F2(x2), x2) is negative. Consequently, 
there is exactly one xzo > 0 such that F(x,,) = 0. On setting xl0 = &xzo), 
the point (xl0 , zzo) is the only singular point in Q”. The points (0, 0) and 
(x1*, 0) are the only singular points on the boundary of Q. The four regions I- 
IV and the slopes of trajectories in each are shown in Fig. 3. 
Notice that for increasing t the regions are either traversed cyclicly in the 
order I, II, III, IV, or once in a region the trajectory approaches (xl0 , xzo). 
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FIG. 3. Prey-predator interactions when (Pl)-(P3) are satisfied. 
It is easily shown that a trajectory in I, II, or III either approaches (xi,, , xss) 
or else passes into region II, III, or IV, respectively. The proof that a tra- 
jectory in IV either passes into I or else approaches (xi0 , q,J follows a 
reasoning similar to that used in the proof of Theorem 2-P, where the function 
V(XI 3 XJ was introduced. 
Observe that trajectories on the xi axis near (0,O) will move away from that 
singular point, and trajectories on the xs axis near (0, 0) will move toward it. 
Trajectories in Q” near (0, 0) will all have a component of their motion away 
from this point. Thus, the local phase portrait of trajectories in Q near (0, 0) 
is that of a hyperbolic sector [7]. Similarly, one has two hyperbolic sectors in 
Q about the point (x i*, 0), separated by a trajectory r C Q” that tends toward 
(xi*, 0) as t -+ --co. Finally, by linearizing (1) about (xi0 , xZo) and using 
Hypotheses (PI) and (P2) one finds that (xi0 , xZo) cannot be a saddle point [7]. 
(This can also be proven directly, without linearization, by geometrical 
arguments.) 
Now consider the trajectory r. I f  r lies entirely in IV, then, as t + +cq 
r must tend toward (xl0 , .t”so), as was shown above. In this case there is no 
periodic orbit, and we conclude that all trajectories in Q” approach (xi0 , xso) 
as t-+03. 
I f  r does not remain in region IV, let (&.(%s), 2s) be the first boundary 
point at which r goes from IV to I. Now consider the region R bounded by 
r from (xi*, 0) to (&x”s), %s), by the horizontal line segment x2 = ~a, 
0 < xi < $s($), and by the segments of the coordinate axes 0 < xi < xi*, 
x2 = 0, 0 < x2 < 22 , xi = 0 (see Figs. 4 and 5). Any trajectory that would 
remain outside R for increasing t could neither pass cyclicly through I-IV 
nor approach (X io, xZo). Thus any trajectory in Q” must enter R. Further- 
more, trajectories of (I) either cross the boundary of R from exterior to 
interior or remain on the boundary. One concludes from the PoincarC- 
Bendixson theorem that either there is at least one periodic orbit in R or all 
trajectories in Q” must approach (xi0 , xZo) as t - +a~. 
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FIG. 4. Prey-predator interactions with one possible configuration for the 
region R, used in the proof of Theorem 3-P. 
FIG. 5. Prey-predator interactions with another possible configuration for the 
region R. 
COROLLARY 3-P. If  (PI)-(P3) hold and (xl0 , xzO) is unstable, then there 
exists an outermost periodic orbit that is semistable from the outside and an 
innermost periodic orbit that is semistable from the inside. If  there is just one 
periodic orbit, it is stable. 
Proof. Since (x r,, , ~a,,) is unstable by hypothesis and is not a saddle point, 
there exists a sufficiently small region, A, with (x1,, , ~a,,) in its interior, such 
that all trajectories of (1) starting in d will cross the boundary of A from 
interior to exterior as t --+ + co, as is shown in Fig. 6. Thus the region 
R’ = R - A has the property that all trajectories enter R’ from exterior to 
interior and none leave. Furthermore, 12’ contains no singular points. Hence 
R’, which is bounded, contains an outermost and an innermost periodic orbit 
with the stated stability properties. 
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FIG. 6. Prey-predator interactions with the regions A and R’ (shaded), used in 
the proof of Corollary 3-P. 
3. THE INTERACTION OF COMPETITORS 
Again, xi and x2 are to denote the populations of the two distinct (and, in 
this case, competing) species. We now assume 
(Cl) (a) 3f/&q < 0 in Q” for i, j = 1, 2. 
(b) There exist xii > 0 and xS2 > 0 such that 
(Xl - Xll)fxXl T 0) < 0 for all x1 > 0, Xl z x11 
and 
(x2 - x22) f2m x2) -=c 0 for all x2 > 0, x2 z x22* 
(c) There exist xia > 0 and xzl > 0 such that 
(x2 - X2l>fl(O~ x2) < 0 for all xs 2 0, x2 f x21 
and 
(Xl - %Jfi(Xl Y 0) < 0 for all xi > 0, *1 f -52 
THEOREM I-C. Under Hypothesis (Cl), for i = 1,2, the equation 
f&l 7x2) = 0 deJin es a unique continuous function x2 = &xl) on [0, xl& such 
that vi(O) = xzi , vi(x,i) = 0, and vi is strictly positive and dz$ferentiable on 
(0, xii) with 
%‘(Xl) -=c 0; 
hence, vi is strictly decreasing. 
Proof. It is easily shown that Hypothesis (Cl) implies that fl and fi both 
satisfy Hypothesis (Pl). Thus this theorem follows directly from the proof 
of part (i) of Theorem I-P. 
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THEOREM 2-C. If  (Cl) is satis$ed, then aZZ trajectories of (1) upproac/z 
some singular point in Q as t + + 00. 
Proof. Note that (xl1 , 0), (0, x&, and (0, 0) are the only singular points 
of (1) on the boundary of Q, while the points of intersection of x2 = q+(q) 
and x2 = ‘pz(x,) are the only singular points in Q”. 
The set of these intersection points, which is closed, may be empty, finite, 
countably or uncountably finite if (Cla)-(Clc) are the sole hypotheses 
satisfied. 
We examine only regions I, III, and V (see Fig. 7). Region V is bounded by 
the two curves x2 = vl(xl) and x2 = v2(x,). Each trajectory in Q” either 
approaches V as t + + 00 or enters V in finite time. 
FIG. 7. Competitive interactions, with the slopes of trajectories shown in regions I, 
III, and V. 
Notice that V is the union of two-dimensional cells joined by a set con- 
sisting only of singular points. Furthermore, the boundary of each of these 
two-dimensional cells is crossed only inward by trajectories of (1). Thus it 
follows from the PoincarC-Bendixson theorem that for competing species 
all trajectories approach some singular point as t -+ +OO. 
4. SYMBIOTIC INTERACTIONS 
We consider two distinct species that “cooperate” perfectly: an increase 
in the size of either population stimulates the growth rate of the other, 
regardless of the size of the populations. 
Specifically, we assume 
(Sl) (a) afJ&v, > 0 and 3fi/8xl > 0 in Q”. 
(b) For any (01, b) E Q”, there exists a y  > 0 such that 
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and 
(af2Pl) (4, PE) 01 + (af2Px2) (4, B5) P < -Y 
for 5 > 0. 
(c) There exists an xi1 > 0 and an xs2 > 0 such that 
6% - Xll)flh > 0) -=I 0 for all x1 > 0, Xl f x11 
and 
(x2 - X22)fi(O> x2) < 0 for all x2 > 0, x2 i x22. 
THEOREM 1-S. If fi and f2 satisfy Hypothesis (Sl), then 
(i) the equation f  (x 1 1, x2) = 0 defines a unique continuous function 
x1 = y1(x2) on [0, +co), such that ~~(0) = xl1 and v1 is differentiable on 
(0, +co) with 
0 < Vl'(X2) < &2)/x2 * 
(ii) The equation fi(xl , x2) = 0 dejines a unique continuous function 
x2 = v2(xl) on [0, +a), such that w(0) = xz2 and qz is d$erentiabZe on 
(0, +a~) with 
0 < ~2'@4 < ~2(Xlh f 
(iii) There exists a unique singular point of (1) in 8”. 
Proof. The proofs of parts (i) and (ii) proceed as the proof of Theorem 
1-P(ii) with minor modifications and are not given here. Hypothesis (Slb) 
is unnecessarily strong for these proofs, but it is used in the proof of part 
(iii). For, if (Slb) were weakened by letting y  = 0 and E = 1, parts (i) and 
(ii) could still be proved, but the curves x1 = y1(x2) and x2 = y2(xI) might 
have no intersection point. 
The proof of part (iii) is similar to the first part of the proof of Theorem 
3-P. Define the function F by F(x,) = f2(g)1(x2), a$. 
F is strictly decreasing and F(0) > 0. Now let (a, /I) be an arbitrary point 
in Q”; let y  > 0 be such that (Slb) holds. Then by the mean value theorem 
we have 
fi(& PS) -f40,0) < -YE fori= 1,2. 
If  we choose [ > max{fr(O, O),f,(O, O)}/r, then we have f,(c&, ,@) < 0 and 
f2(c$, p[) < 0. It follows from the first inequality and Hypothesis (Sl) that 
~,(/3$) < c$. By Hypothesis (Sla) we have 
F(P& = f&G@, ,@) <f&8> Pl) < 0. 
Thus there exists a unique singular point (xl0 , xzo) in Q”, and Theorem 
1-S is proved. 
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THEOREM 2-S. If (Sl) is satisjied, then every trajectory of (1) in Q” appro- 
aches the unique singular point (xl0 , xzo) as t + i-00. 
Proof. Regions I-IV appear as shown in Fig. 8. Now erect a sequence of 
closed nested rectangles ABCD, A’B’C’D’,..., converging to (xl0 , xzo), with 
(X 1o , xzo) in the interior of each rectangle, as illustrated in Fig. 8. All tra- 
jectories of (1) cross the boundaries of the rectangles from the exterior to the 
interior only as t -+ + co. One concludes that there is no periodic orbit in Q” 
and that (xl0 , x23 is a global attractor. 
FIG. 8. Symbiotic interactions with the slopes of trajectories and the confining 
rectangles ABCD, A’B’C’D’,..., used in the proof of Theorem 2-S. 
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